Tower ICs

Pay attention to points –do you get any more points after
20”? If not stop adding height.
What makes a good base?
§ Sturdy
§ Widest part of a structure
§ Base should be level
§ Use heavier materials
than at the top
Try making some bases and
see if you can find other ways
to make sturdy bases. See the
examples below for
inspiration.
Examples
10. Paper cup to paper cup
with mailing label
11. Pencils (3) with rubber
band (tripod)
3 Index cards and 3 paper clips
make a versatile base. Adds
stability to paper tubes held in
the center, connect pencils or
straws with paperclip.--------à

Combining materials in Towers/ Structures
After you have your tower base made make it taller by
combining materials. See the examples below for
inspiration.

12. Cups with mailing label on bottom,
3”x5” index card on cup as base for 3pencil tripod, coffee stirrer held between
pencils and rubber band,
straw on top of coffee
stirrer (there are more
straws and a chenille
stick above the first
straw).

13. Straws (4) inserted into the bottom
of upper paper cup; straws (4) held to
lower cup with rubber band. Note that
the point of a paper clip can be used to
start the holes in the cup.

14 Copy paper rolled lengthwise with
mailing labels. Shown with a 15 oz.
can, a 46 oz. can, and a soccer ball to
show how strong a single piece of
paper can be.

15. Combination of pencil tripod,
straws and cups, straws and chenille
stick on soccer ball.

Another simple base
Base from 1 sheet of paper,
1 mailing Label and 2 paper
clips.

Open Paperclip

Inset one end into each tube

Do it again
with the
other
paperclip.
Great
sturdy
Base with
few
materials

Experiment by making a tower
entirely out of paper!
Can you make other towers out of only straws and
paper? Or how about just paper plates and forks?
The more you experiment the better you get at building
towers!

Other things to discover and think about
•

How do you create a good bases on balls and uneven surfaces
And compensate for unevenness –
Use a base takes on the curvature of a ball – cups or
tripods spread apart. Test your idea before building.
For uneven surfaces make legs of base different lengths.

•

What if you can’t tape the base to a table and your tower keeps
falling over?
Tape the base to a piece of paper
Connect all the legs together
Use sturdy legs – like pencils in a triangle or 3 index cards
Example

•

How do you hold weight on a tower?
Place weight as low as possible near center of structure
Test the weight placement and decide on how the weight
will be held before you start building up.

